We study under which conditions it is possible to establish analytic relations between CMB observables and the inflaton coupling to radiation. The crucial criterion is that the dissipation at the end of the reheating phase must be primarily driven by perturbative decays. When reheating is primarily driven by interactions that are linear in the inflaton field, then this is possible if the coupling constant is, roughly speaking, smaller than the ratio between the inflaton mass and the Planck mass. For interactions involving higher powers of the inflaton field the range of observationally accessible parameter values is generally smaller. The size of the inflaton coupling is not only interesting for particle physics model building, but crucially shapes the evolution of the cosmos by setting the initial condition for the hot big bang when reheating the universe.
1 Reheating and the CMB
Inflation and the CMB
Cosmic inflation [1] [2] [3] is currently the most popular explanation for the overall homogeneity and isotropy of the observable universe as well as the small deviations from it that are visible in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and formed the seeds for galaxy formation. While the general idea that he universe underwent a phase of accelerated expansion before it entered the radiation dominated epoch is in good agreement with all cosmological data sets, it is unclear what mechanism drove this expansion 1 and how it should be embedded into a more fundamental theory of nature.
In the simplest scenarios the energy density during inflation is dominated by the potential energy density V(ϕ) of the condensate ϕ = φ of a single scalar field φ, which acts like a cosmological constant if ϕ changes only very slowly. In this case the evolution of ϕ is governed by the equation of motion
see e.g. Ref. [5] and references therein for a recent derivation. Here a is the scale factor, H =ȧ/a is the Hubble rate, V(ϕ) is the effective potential for ϕ and Γ takes into account dissipative effects due to the interaction of ϕ with other fields. 2 Dissipation is usually thought to be negligible during inflation, but plays a key role for the conversion of the inflaton energy into relativistic particles when inflation ends. This conversion, which is known as cosmic reheating [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , sets the initial conditions for the hot big bang, i.e., the radiation dominated epoch of cosmic history.
Given the high energy scales that most inflationary models invoke, it seems unlikely that the mechanism of inflation and its embedding in an underlying theory of nature can be directly probed in particle physics experiments in the foreseeable future. 3 An indirect probe of the interactions between the inflaton field and other particles is provided by the imprint that the reheating process leaves in CMB observables. In the present work we study under which circumstances observational constraints on the duration of the reheating epoch in a given inflationary model can be translated into an indirect "measurement" of the inflaton's coupling to lighter particles.
The effect of reheating
Reheating takes a finite amount of time that should be regarded as a separate reheating epoch in cosmic history. This epoch begins when the universe stops accelerating (the equation of state exceeds w > −1/3) and ends when the energy density of radiation ρ R exceeds the energy density ρ ϕ φ 2 /2 + V(ϕ) stored in ϕ, i.e., the universe becomes radiation dominated (w = 1/3). The modified equation of state during reheating affects the redshifting of cosmological perturbations and thereby leaves an imprint in the CMB. Since we can only observe the time-integrated effect, the quantities that the CMB is directly sensitive to are the duration of the reheating era in terms of e-folds N re and the averaged equation of statew re during reheating, with
Within a given model of inflation, knowledge of V(ϕ) fixes almost all relevant parameters. It allows to compute the initial spectrum of cosmological perturbations, fixes the moment when inflation ends (∂ ϕ V(ϕ) > 3Hφ) and determines the equation of state during reheating (and therefore the expansion rate H). 4 However, the duration of reheating N re is strongly affected by Γ: reheating ends and ρ ϕ is rapidly depleted once Γ exceeds H. As far as the effect on the expansion history is concerned this occurs almost instantaneously [21] . At first sight the dependence on Γ is quite inconvenient, as it poses a fundamental uncertainty in the interpretation of CMB data in the context of inflationary models that cannot be resolved without specifying the interactions of φ with other degrees of freedom [22] . It is, however, possible to turn the tables and use this dependence to learn something about the reheating era from the CMB for a given model V(ϕ) [21, 23] . This realisation has motivated a considerable number of studies of reheating, cf. e.g. refs. [21, . The constraint on N re is often expressed in terms of the energy density at the end of reheating ρ re or, equivalently, the reheating temperature, which is defined by the relation
Here g * is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom. T re can be interpreted as a physical temperature under the assumption that the plasma formed by the decay products, commonly referred to as radiation, reaches thermal equilibrium instantaneously, cf. refs. [52] [53] [54] [55] for a recent discussion. Alternatively the constraint on ρ re can, via the Friedmann equation and the relation Γ = H, be converted into a constraint on the dissipation coefficient. In terms of N re , ρ end andw re it reads
Within a given model of inflation, all parameters on the right hand side of eq. (4) can be constrained with CMB data. The details of this connection are not crucial for the present work, an explicit derivation of eq. (4) and expressions for N re , ρ end andw re in terms of the spectral index n s , the scalar-to-tensor ratio r and the amplitude A s of the CMB anisotropies are e.g. given in section 2.2 of ref. [42] .
Reheating as a key to fundamental physics
Γ is determined by the inflaton's interaction with other fields and in principle contains information about the underlying particle physics model. In [28] it was pointed out that a determination of Γ could be used to constrain the inflaton couplings to radiation. This is not trivial because reheating can be a highly complicated far from equilibrium process [56] that can only be described with numerical simulations that usually do not allow to extract any simple relations between the parameters. The main complication arises from feedback effects of the produced particles on the dissipation rate, which introduce a highly non-trivial time dependency of Γ on the model parameters, cf. e.g. [57] [58] [59] for specific examples. Feedback typically becomes relevant when the occupation numbers in the plasma reach unity. This can be avoided if the coupling h between the inflaton and other fields is sufficiently small, so that the transfer of energy from ϕ to radiation is rather slow and the occupation numbers are reduced due to redshift before they can reach unity. 5 On the other hand, h cannot be made arbitrarily small because the reheating temperature (3) is typically proportional to h for perturbative reheating. If h is too small, the universe fails to reheat, i.e., the reheating temperature is smaller than the temperature needed to explain the observed abundances of light elements with big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). These considerations have been used to constrain the inflaton coupling in α-attractor models in refs. [32, 42] . It was found that the constraint (4) on Γ can be converted into a constraint on the inflaton coupling to radiation via a simple analytic formula if it is, roughly speaking, smaller than 10 −5 . The reheating temperature is high enough to be consistent with the observational constraint from BBN if the inflaton coupling is larger than 10 −15 . This leaves about ten orders of magnitude for which the inflaton coupling can be "measured" from the CMB. These results reported in ref. [42] are surprisingly independent of the specific interaction that couples the inflaton to radiation. In the present work we investigate the origin of this general behaviour, which we find is not restricted to α-attractor models.
2 Constraining the inflaton coupling
General considerations
In general the inflaton can couple to other fields by more than one operator. In the following we assume that one of them dominates during reheating process and denote the relevant coupling constant by h. If several interactions make comparable contributions to the dissipation, then one can only constrain a combination of their coupling constants. We collectively refer to all fields other than φ as "radiation", irrespectively of their spin and charges. There are two qualitatively different mechanisms that can introduce a time dependence in Γ. First, the decay products obtain time dependent masses through their interactions with the inflaton when the condensate ϕ oscillates near the potential minimum. This leads to non-perturbative particle production when the change in the energies is non-adiabatic. Second, the produced particles can enhance the particle production in perturbative processes due to quantum statistical effects, i.e., Bose enhanced via induced transitions. This occurs if the occupation numbers in the plasma reach unity. The conditions under which these mechanisms lead to a resonant production of particles have been studied in detail in ref. [17] . Here we use the results of this work for parametric estimates. We have explicitly checked their validity for some of specific interactions we consider in the following in refs. [28, 42] .
Operators linear in ϕ
A simple scalar model. We shall for definiteness start with the scalar interaction gφχ 2 . For later reference we express the dimensionful coupling g = hΛ in terms of a dimensionless constant h and some scale Λ. The equation for χ-modes in Minkowski space reads
During the oscillation we expect a time evolution as ϕ(t) = ϕ end cos(M ϕ t), where ϕ end is the field value at the end of inflation.
7 Then we can bring the mode equation (5) into the form of the well-known Mathieu equation in terms of the variable z = m φ t/2 as
with
The equation shows instabilities that indicate resonant particle production. The conditions under which resonant particle production occurs are [17] I) For |q| > 1 non-adiabatic particle production occurs via a broad resonance.
II) For |q|m φ > 3H a narrow resonance due to quantum statistical feedback can dominate the friction term before perturbative decays can reheat the universe.
III) A resonance is, however, only efficient if particle production occurs faster than the dilution due to Hubble expansion, which gives the condition q 2 m φ > H.
Since all conditions impose lower bounds on |q| it is clear that avoiding the resonance imposes an upper bound on |q| and therefore h. There is also a lower bound on h due to the condition that IV) the reheating temperature must be high enough to ensure primordial nucleosynthesis, i.e., T re > T BBN .
Using the well-known expression Γ φ→χχ =
and
If we approximate V end 
where 106.75 is the value of g * in the symmetric phase of the SM and we have rounded all numerical prefactors to ratios of integers. If we set T BBN 10 MeV, ϕ end ∼ M pl 8 and ignore factors of order one, we get the very simple condition
where we have omitted the factor (g * /106.75) 1/4 on the left. This very simple condition marks the range of inflaton couplings for which the simple expression Γ = h 2 Λ 2 /(8πm φ ) can be used to convert the relation (4) into a constraint on the inflaton coupling. One can also use the requirement that the lower bound on h remains below the upper bound to derive a condition on m φ , e.g. m φ > 10 6 GeV from the inequalities (12).
General two body decays. The result (12) was derived under two important assumptions. First, we assumed that the potential is approximately parabolic during the inflaton oscillations. This is in general not true. For instance, for the simple model 
The real situation is less restricted than this suggests because ϕ at the onset of the oscillations is typically smaller than ϕ end , but there are still considerable parameter regions within the domain where conditions I)-IV) are satisfied where V(ϕ)
is not a good approximation. However, even if the potential is not quadratic in ϕ, one can often still derive an equation of the form (6) and define a resonance parameter q, but e.g. with elliptic functions instead of the cos [16, 18, 19] . Even though a quantitative description of the resonance in an expanding universe in general cannot be captured by the simple equations used here, the conditions on the resonance parameter q to assess whether a resonance actually occurs are similar.
Second, we have made use of the explicit form hΛφχ 2 to arrive at the estimates (8)- (12) . However, it is straightforward to generalise these results to other interaction terms that are linear in φ. These are important because they are the only operators that can reheat the universe exclusively by perturbative on-shell decays at tree level. Operators involving higher powers of φ lead to vertices with multiple inflaton legs. These cannot mediate the perturbative decay of single inflaton quanta in vacuum for kinematic reasons, though they may play a role in scatterings once a bath of particles has been created [60] .
9 Important examples for operators that are linear in ϕ include Yukawa interactions yφψψ or axion-like couplings αφΛ −1 F µνF µν to the field strength tensor F µν of vector bosons. Let us first consider the axion coupling. In principle it is qualitatively different from the scalar interaction because the vertex is momentum dependent. However, both, the perturbative decay and a narrow resonance produce particles with energy m φ /2 for kinematic reason, so that we can fix the momentum to this value and the mode equation takes the same shape as (6) . The decay rate into vector bosons reads Γ φ→V V = m φ to Γ φ→χχ reveals that we can literally apply the lower bound in 9 In principle the issue is more subtle. One can split the quantum field φ = ϕ + η into an expectation value ϕ = φ and fluctuations η. When deriving an equation of the form (1), it turns out that the correlation functions from which Γ is computed are not necessarily evaluated on the quasiparticle mass shell of the inflaton particles η, cf. e.g. ref. [5] . However, for oscillations near the potential minimum one can approximately evaluate all correlators on the quasiparticle mass shell [9] [10] [11] , so that simple considerations based on quasiparticle kinematics are justified [60] .
conditions (8)- (12) with the replacement h
Three body decays. We now consider operators with more than three fields. For simplicity we focus on the example of general scalar interactions h (n,m) φ n χ m Λ 4−m−n . The case n = 1 is of specific interest because these operators are linear in φ and in principle allows to reheat the universe entirely through perturbative decays. We can directly apply the conditions (8)- (12) to the case (n, m) = (1, 2) with h → h (1, 2) .
Perturbative decays through operators with m > 2 are generally phase space suppressed compared to the operator with (n, m) = (1, 2) because they have m χ-particles in the final state. Moreover, they do not lead to a ϕ-dependent contribution to the effective χ mass that can trigger a parametric resonance at tree level, assuming that χ = 0. We can therefore assume that they give only subdominant contributions unless there is a hierarchy in the coupling constants. Because of this, we here consider the case (n, m) = (1, 3) , i.e., the operator h (1,3) φχ 3 . At tree level there is no parametric resonance because no timedependent mass term is induced by ϕ. A time dependent mass is, however, generated at 1-loop level. Estimating the loop factor as (4π) 2 , we can replace hΛϕ → h 2 ϕ 2 (4π)
in the mode equation (5) and estimate q ∼ h 2 ϕ 2 (4πm φ ) −2 , which gives the condition h < 4πm φ /M pl , again qualitatively resembling the upper bound in (8) from condition I). The requirement from avoiding a narrow resonance is weaker than this condition because the operator with (n, m) = (1, 3) mediates three body decays φ → χχχ in which the momenta of the final state particles are spread over a wide range of momenta, hence avoiding the rapid build-up of occupation numbers in the modes m φ /2 that one observes in two body decays. 10 The lower bound from condition IV) is stronger in this case because of the relative phase space suppression of the perturbative decay rate
. We can therefore very roughly modify the condition (12) to
10
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GeV/m φ < h (1,3) < 10 −18 m φ /GeV.
Operators that are non-linear in ϕ
In the previous section 2.2 we have found that the conditions I)-IV) can be applied to a wide range of interaction terms, and that the resulting constraints on the inflaton coupling qualitatively is always captured by the conditions (8)- (12), with appropriate numerical factors added. This suggests that these conditions are very generic and may be applied to a wide range of inflationary models. As a rule of thumb, the inflaton coupling simply has to be smaller than m φ /M pl . We should be careful though because all previously considered operators are linear in ϕ. The motivation for this is that such operators are the only ones that can mediate perturbative inflaton decays at tree level in vacuum, i.e., at the onset of reheating, when there is no plasma of radiation. Therefore purely perturbative reheating can only occur in the presence of such operators. However, in general the inflaton can also couple to radiation via operators of higher power in ϕ, which can lead to a parametric resonance. We shall investigate this question in the framework of the scalar interactions h (n,m) φ n χ m Λ 4−m−n . The question whether reheating is entirely perturbative is not fully captured by the inequality 10
−8
GeV/m φ < h (1,3) < 10 −18 m φ /GeV derived from eqns. (8)- (12), but there is an additional condition on the size of the Wilson coefficients h (n,m) with n > 1.
The only operators that give a time dependent contribution to the squared χ-mass at tree level are those with m = 2. We focus on the simple renormalisable interaction 1 2 h (2,2) φ 2 χ 2 that gives rise to a term
It is well-known that the resonances can be described by an equation of the form (6) with q =
The key difference to all previous cases is that the field ϕ enters the resonance parameter quadratically. As a result, the condition |q| < 1 to avoid a broad resonance relates the coefficient h (2, 2) to the square of the ratio m φ /ϕ rather than this ratio itself, i.e.,
If ϕ end is near M pl , then this imposes a much stronger condition on h (2, 2) than the condition (8) on h (1, 2) . This suggests that reheating practically cannot be perturbative if any interactions with n > 1 exist.
There are a few ways out, though. First, there may be systematic reasons why the Wilson coefficients with n > 2 should be small. An example is as the requirement to maintain a flat effective potential during inflation. This is e.g. immediately obvious for the operator with (n, m) = (4, 0), i.e., the usual λφ 4 interaction. For m > 0 it depends on the details of the underlying particle physics model. Another possibility is that the Wilson coefficients h (n.m) can be related to different powers of small fundamental parameters α in the underlying UV complete theory. It is, for instance, well-known in gauge theories that the vertices connecting four particles are quadratic in the coupling constants while those connecting three particles are linear. If in analogy to this h (1,2) ∼ α but h (2,2) ∼ α 2 , then the constraint (13) on the fundamental parameter α is not stronger than (8) . Finally, in small field models of inflation the constraint (13) may actually be weaker than the condition that the inflaton coupling is smaller than m φ /M pl because ϕ is much smaller than M pl during reheating.
Conclusions
CMB observables such as n s , A s and r are sensitive to the modified cosmic expansion rate during the reheating epoch. Within a given model of inflation, this can be used to constrain the duration of the reheating epoch, and hence the reheating temperature and the effective dissipation parameter Γ in the moment when Γ equals the Hubble rate. It is in general not easy to translate that into a constraint on fundamental model parameters because the particle production during reheating can lead to highly non-linear feedback effects, such as a parametric resonance. However, if the inflaton dissipates the bulk of its energy through perturbative decays, then there is a simple linear relation between Γ, the inflaton mass m φ and the square of the relevant coupling constant h. In this situation the inflaton coupling to radiation can indirectly be "measured" from CMB data.
The decisive criterion to establish a simple relation between observables and fundamental parameters is therefore that resonant particle production must be avoided, or should at least only convert a sub-dominant part of the inflaton energy into radiation. Purely perturbative reheating is possible if the inflaton primarily couples to radiation via operators that are linear in ϕ, which give rise to decays of single inflaton quanta in vacuum. In this case we find that there are remarkably simple and generic conditions on the model parameters that determine whether or not resonant particle production occurs. For a simple scalar hΛφχ 2 interaction these are given by (8)- (12), the conditions for interactions with fermions or gauge bosons can be obtained by a simple rescaling, as described in section 2.2. As a rule of thumb, the inflaton coupling should be smaller than the ratio m φ /M pl .
We made a few simplifying assumptions in the derivation of these results, which practically limit their applicability to scenarios in which the inflaton field looses the bulk of its energy during coherent oscillations around the minimum of its effective potential. The precise form of equation (6) further assumes that the effective potential can be Taylor expanded to second order during those oscillations, but it is well known that analogue equations can be derived in more general cases, and the conditions on the resonance parameter q are similar.
The restrictions on the Wilson coefficients of operators that are non-linear in ϕ are usually much stronger, cf. (13) . This means that we in general do not expect our results to hold if the inflaton couples to radiation via terms of higher order than linear in φ near the potential minimum. This is particularly constraining for interactions with scalars, where such terms appear at the renormalisable level. However, within a given fundamental theory of particle physics there may be reasons why the respective Wilson coefficients are small. For instance, in gauge theories it is common that three-vertices are linear in the fundamental coupling constant while four-vertices are quadratic. Moreover, the condition (13) is much less constraining in small field models of inflation.
In summary, we find rather simple and generic conditions that determine whether the inflaton coupling to radiation can in principle be constrained from CMB observations. A question of practical relevance is of course whether future missions can achieve the sensitivity that is required for such a measurement. The results found in ref. [42] for the specific example of α-attractor models suggest that the measurement of the spectral index n s must improve by roughly an order of magnitude.
